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Summary: Measurements of many biological processes are characterized by an initial growth period followed by an
equilibrium period. Scientists may wish to quantify features of the growth and equilibrium periods, as well as the
timing of the change point between the two. Specifically, we are motivated by problems in the study of electrical
cell-substrate impedance sensing (ECIS) data. ECIS is a popular new technology which measures cell behavior non-
invasively. Previous studies using ECIS data have found that different cell types can be classified by their equilibrium
behavior. Likewise, it has been hypothesized that the presence of certain infections can be identified from cells’
equilibrium behavior. However, it can be challenging to identify when equilibrium has been reached, and to quantify
the relevant features of cells’ equilibrium behavior. In this paper, we assume that measurements during the growth
period are independent deviations from a smooth nonlinear function of time, and that measurements during the
equilibrium period are characterized by a simple long memory model. We propose a method to simultaneously
estimate the parameters of the growth and equilibrium processes and locate the change point between the two.
We find that this method performs well in simulations and in practice. When applied to ECIS data, it produces
estimates of change points and measures of cell equilibrium behavior which offer improved classification of infected
and uninfected cells.
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1. Introduction
We propose a model for time-series data that is characterized by two consecutive regimes,
which correspond to a highly nonstationary and nonlinear growth period and a stable,
equilibrium period. Often, researchers are interested in estimating the features of each regime,
as well as the timing of the transition or change point between the two.
We are motivated by the problem of detecting contamination of mammalian cell cul-
tures by mycoplasma using electric cell-substrate impedance sensing (ECIS) data. Contam-
ination of mammalian cell cultures is pervasive, costly, and can be challenging to detect
(Gustavsson et al., 2019). Specifically, contamination by mycoplasma is especially prevalent,
occurring in up to 20% of cell cultures, while also expensive and time consuming to detect.
As a result, there is a pressing need for the development of additional methods for detecting
contamination by mycoplasma.
ECIS is a relatively new non-invasive method used to study cell attachment, growth, mor-
phology, function and motility (Keese, 2019). ECIS measurements have been used in numer-
ous cell biology studies, from cancer biology and cytotoxicity (Opp et al., 2009; Hong et al.,
2011). Because ECIS measurements have been used to differentiate between cancerous and
noncancerous cells and to classify cell lines (Lovelady et al., 2007; Gelsinger et al., 2017),
it is hypothesized that they may also be used to identify cell cultures contaminated by
mycoplasma.
ECIS measurements are obtained by growing cells in a well on top of small gold-film
electrodes, between which alternating current is applied and electrical impedance is mea-
sured. As cells grow, they cover the electrode and resistance, a component of impedence,
increases. Eventually, the cells fill the well and growth ceases. At this point, an equilibrium
period begins. Resistance fluctuations during equilibrium are caused by cell micromotion.
The equilibrium period is sometimes called confluence in the ECIS literature, and it continues
until the cells exhaust their resources and begin to die.
Equilibrium measurements are especially informative. They are believed to be less sensitive
to initial conditions than features of the growth period, and can be characterized parsimo-
niously by a very simple three-parameter long memory time series model (Lovelady et al.,
2007; Tarantola et al., 2010). Equilibrium measurements display long-range dependence;
the correlations between successive measurements decay very slowly over time. Long-range
dependence has also been observed in wind speed and inflation data (Haslett and Raftery,
1989; Doornik and Ooms, 2004), and can modeled as a Gaussian fractionally integrated (FI)
or long-memory process. The FI process has three parameters, an overall mean µ, variance
σ2, and a scalar long-memory (fractional differencing) parameter d that governs how quickly
auto-correlations decay. Ideally, if these parameters could be estimated well, they could be
used to quantify features of the equilibrium regime in the context of ECIS data.
Unfortunately, the long-memory parameter d is notoriously difficult to estimate in finite
samples. Furthermore, the change point from growth to confluence, which determines the
amount of data available to estimate d, is typically not precisely known in practice. Standard
practice is use a fixed time point, e.g., 20 hours, as a conservative estimate of the start of the
confluence regime (Tarantola et al., 2010). This under-utilizes the data, potentially resulting
in poorer estimates of the parameters of interest. Furthermore, such a conservative estimate
could incorrectly characterize the preceding growth phase.
This suggests the need for a change point detection method which can identify when growth
gives way to confluence, specifically an unsupervised method that can detect the transition
from a nonstationary model to a FI model.
To our knowledge, existing methods for change-point detection are not appropriate. Some
existing methods assume a short-memory autoregressive moving average (ARMA), long-
memory FI models, or other restrictive parametric models both before and after the change
point (Chen and Liu, 1993; Dufrenot et al., 2008; Killick et al., 2012). Others assume that
measurements between change points are independent or identically distributed, or assume
that change points strictly correspond to level shifts or isolated outliers (Matteson and James,
2014; Zhang et al., 2019). Alternative methods in the biomedical fields tend to be too domain-
specific to apply to the the problem of detecting the change point between growth and
confluence in ECIS data (Olshen et al., 2004; Nika et al., 2014).
In this paper, we develop a novel method for estimating a change point between a highly
nonstationary and nonlinear growth period and a stable, equilibrium period that is char-
acterized by an FI process. We simultaneously obtain estimates of the nonlinear growth
function and the FI parameters. We apply this method to the detection of contamination by
M. hominis, a species of mycoplasma, in Madin-Darby Canine Kidney (MDCK) cells and ep-
ithelial cells of African green monkey kidney origin (BSC-1 cells) using ECIS measurements.
The available data consists of four experiments per cell type. Each experiment corresponds
to ECIS measurements on cells on a single tray of 96 wells obtained over the course of at
least 72 hours. Of the 96 wells, 16 are left empty, 32 contain uncontaminated cells and 48
contain cells contaminated by mycoplasma. In order to mimic lab-to-lab variability in cell
culture preparation, wells were prepared using either of two different types of media. Half
were prepared using bovine serum albumin (BSA), and half were prepared using gel. Within
an experiment, wells containing the same media and cells with the same contamination
status can be thought of as replicates. Figure 1 shows a subset of resistance measurements
for both types of cells by mycoplasma contamination status. All show a nonlinear growth
period followed by an equilibrium period, with a more visually obvious change point present
in the MDCK cells. A color version of the figures can be found in the electronic version of
the article.
[Figure 1 about here.]
In Section 2, we propose a model which we call Growth-to-Confluence Detector (G2CD) for
data which display highly nonstationary and nonlinear growth period followed by a stable,
equilibrium period with long-range dependence. In Section 3, we discuss estimation of the
parameters of the model introduced in Section 2. We consider both an exact estimation
procedure which we call G2CD-exact, as well as an approximate estimation procedure which
has greater computational scalability for longer time series which we call G2CD-fast. We
demonstrate the performance of G2CD-exact and G2CD-fast in simulations in Section 4.
We apply G2CD-exact and G2CD-fast to the ECIS data shown in Figure 1 and use the
estimated change points and FI parameters to better classify cells by contamination status
in Section 5.
2. Growth-to-Confluence Detector (G2CD) Model
2.1 Overview
Let y1, y2, . . . , yT P R be a sequence of time-ordered observations at t “ 1, 2, . . . , T , respec-
tively. We assume that the measurements yt belong to two successive regimes, a growth
regime and an equilibrium or confluent regime.
Let τ denote the change point time index. We assume that
yt “ fpt; βq ` ηt for t ă τ (1)
yt “ gpy1, . . . , yt´1;µ, d, τq ` ǫt for t ě τ (2)
where ηt „ N p0, expthpt; θquq and ǫt „ N p0, ν
2q, τa ď τ ď τb, and τa and τb are the
prespecified minimum and maximum values of the change point chosen according to a priori
knowledge of the change point location. In the absence of a priori information, τa “ 0 and τb “
T . The noise terms ηt and ǫt, which encompass measurement errors and random fluctuations
due to continuous cell growth, motility, and death, are assumed to be independent within
and across the two regimes.
During the first regime pt ă τq, the measurement at time t will be centered around a growth
curve fpt; βq which is a function of time t and fixed but unknown parameters β. The noise
terms tηtu are possibly heteroscedastic with variance expthpt; θuq, to reflect different degrees
of uncertainty in the measurements when the cell culture undergoes different rates of growth.
During the second (equilibrium) regime pt ě τq, the measurement at time t will be centered
about a function gpy1, . . . , yt´1;µ, d, τq of previous measurements y1, . . . , yt´1 and fixed but
unknown parameters µ, and d. The noise terms ǫt „ N p0, ν
2q are homoscedastic with fixed
but unknown variance ν2, since the cell culture is in equilibrium and not undergoing drastic
changes. We describe our modeling choices of the two regimes in the following sections.
2.2 Growth
Resistance measurements in the first regime, or the growth phase, are characterized by a
trend of initial steep increase followed by a plateau, as well as heteroscedasticity with higher
variance at the stage of rapid cell growth. As mentioned above, the growth curve is denoted
as fpt; βq. Depending on the growth trend, any appropriate parametric, semi-parametric
or nonparametric model can be used to fit the first regime. The exact formulation of the
growth curve can depend on the application domain and the choice of the user. For the ECIS
application that we focus on in this paper, we assume a smooth growth curve. This is in line
with visual inspection of real ECIS data in Figure 1, and that cell growth, motility, death
and other functions are continuous processes. We utilize penalized splines (Ruppert et al.,
2003) for their flexibility to capture the ECIS growth trend, since it is highly nonstationary.
We similarly use penalized splines in modeling the noise variance.
We denote the matrix of B-spline basis functions Bi,Dpuq of degree Df evaluated on time
indices for the trend in the growth regime as X “ px11,x
1
2, . . . ,x
1
T q P R
TˆpQf`Df`1q, where
Qf is the number of distinct interior knots. Similarly, we denote V “ pv
1
1,v
1
2, . . . ,v
1
T q as the
T ˆpQh `Dh ` 1q matrix of B-spline basis functions for the log variances of the noise terms.
The model for the first regime takes the form
yt “ x
1
tβ ` ηt,
where ηt „ Np0, exptv
1
tθuq. Let the fitted spline for the trend be sptq “ x
1
tβ. We impose the
smoothness penalty λf
ş
sˆ2puq2du “ λfβ
1M fβ on the spline estimate to prevent overfitting,
where λf ą 0 is a scalar that determines the smoothness of the fitted spline and M f is
a matrix with elements that are fixed given the matrix of B-spline basis functions X. An
equivalent smoothness penalty λhθ
1M hθ is imposed on the fit for the log variances of the
noise terms, where λh is another smoothness parameter and Mh is a matrix with elements
that are fixed given the matrix of B-spline basis functions V.
2.3 Equilibrium
Starting at time index τ , measurements are centered about a function gpy1, . . . , yt´1;µ, d, τq
of previous measurements y1, . . . , yt´1 and fixed but unknown parameters µ, and d that
corresponds to the conditional mean function of a fractionally integrated (FI) process:
gpy1, . . . , yt´1;µ, d, τq “ µ´
t´1ÿ
i“1
ˆ
d
i
˙
p´1qipyt´i ´ µq1t´iěτ , (3)
This captures long-range dependence of the measurements in confluence. The parameter
d plays the role of the long memory parameter in a FI model (Sowell, 1992). The FI model
assumes that observed values of a time series yt satisfy p1 ´ Bq
dyt “ ǫt, where B is the
differencing operator Bkyt “ yt´k and ǫt „ N p0, νq
2. Values of d ą 0 correspond to processes
that are said to have long memory, with larger values of d indicating more slowly decaying
autocorrelations over time. Specifically, the autocorrelation function Corrpyt, yt´kq exhibits
hyperbolic decay: as k Ñ 8, Corpyt, yt´kq Ñ pΓp1 ´ dq{Γpdqqk
2d´1 (Baillie, 1996). When
d ă 1, the FI process is mean reverting, and when d ă 0.5 the FI process is stationary.
2.4 An Extension to Multivariate Time Series Data
To accommodate settings where p related time series may be observed contemporaneously,
we provide an extension to multivariate time series data Y P RTˆp. We assume that all p
time series share a common long-memory parameter d, but have their own change point τj ,
growth parameters βj and θj , and equilibrium mean and variance µj and ν
2
j . Specifically, we
assume
yt,j “ fpt; βjq ` ηt,j for t ă τj (4)
yt,j “ gpy1,j, . . . , yt´1,j;µj, d, τjq ` ǫt,j for t ě τj (5)
where ηt,j „ N p0, expthpt; θjquq and ǫj „ N
`
0, ν2j
˘
.
This is motivated by the ECIS measurements described in Section 1, where the p related
time series correspond to wells containing cells of the same type, contamination status,
and media in the same experiment which may have varying initial conditions but common
equilibrium behavior. We account for varying initial conditions, such as the number of cells
deposited, by allowing each well to have its own varying change point τj, growth parameters
βj and θj , and equilibrium mean and variance µj and ν
2
j . A shared long-memory parameter
d reflects the cells’ common equilibrium or confluence behavior.
3. Estimation
3.1 Exact Estimation for Univariate Time Series Data: G2CD-exact
First, we introduce a strategy for estimating the G2CD parameters that we call G2CD-exact,
because it performs a complete search over the change point location space rτa, τbs. We find
the change point τa ď τˆ ď τb which maximizes the penalized log-likelihood
´
τ´1ÿ
t“1
˜
v1tθ
2
`
pyt ´ x
1
tβq
2
2exp tv1tθu
¸
´
ˆ
T ´ τ ` 1
2
˙
log
`
ν2
˘
´
1
2
λfβ
1M fβ ´
1
2
λhθ
1Mhθ` (6)
´
1
2ν2
Tÿ
t“τ
pyt ´ g py1, . . . , yt´1;µ, d, τqq
2 ` constant.
as follows.
Given a candidate change location, the penalized log-likelihood can be decomposed into one
component that involves the values of the time series during the growth regime y1, . . . , yτ´1
and the parameters of the growth regime, β and θ, and the smoothness parameters, λf and
λh and another component that involves the values of the time series during the equilibrium
period yτ , . . . , yT and the parameters of the equilibrium period, µ, d, and ν
2. It follows that
the parameters of the growth and equilibrium regime can be estimated simultaneously from
the growth and equilibrium data, respectively.
We estimate the parameters of the growth regime using an iterative Feasible Generalized
Least Squares (FGLS) procedure (Kuan, 2004) to estimate the spline coefficients β and
θ, with λf and λh chosen according to leave-one-out cross validation as implemented in
smooth.spline in R (R, 2018) which selects the smoothness penalties by golden-section
search. A more detailed explanation of the FGLS procedure is provided in Appendix A.
We estimate the parameters of the equilibrium regime by computing two estimates of
the long memory parameter d, one by maximizing (6) over the range d P p´0.5, 0.5q and
another by maximizing (6) over the range d P p0.5, 1.5q. The conditional mean function
g py1, . . . , yt´1;µ, d, τq takes a first difference when d P p0.5, 1.5q. As a result, discontinuities
can occur at d “ 0.5. For this reason, we choose the estimate of the the long-memory
parameter parameter d that is further from the boundary of 0.5.
3.2 Approximate Estimation for Univariate Time Series Data: G2CD-fast
In practice, maximizing the penalized log-likelihood (6) can be prohibitively computationally
demanding and time consuming if there are many candidate change points, as is the case
when the observed time series is long. Accordingly, we introduce an approximate estimation
procedure that we call G2CD-fast. Let wpt;αq denote a transition function that takes on
values in the interval r0, 1s, then we can define the mean function in the second regime
gpy1, . . . , yt´1;µ, d, τq as defined in (3) as a special case of
µ´
t´1ÿ
i“1
ˆ
d
i
˙
p´1qipyt´i ´ µqwpt ´ i;αq , (7)
where wpt;αq has a single parameter α that corresponds to the change point τ and wpt;αq “
1t´iěα that takes the form of a step function. This suggests that an alternative approach
would be to replace the discrete step transition function 1t´iěτ with a continuous sigmoid
transition function wpt;αq “ p1` expt´α0 ´ α1tuq
´1, which is parameterized by a pair of
real-valued parameters α “ tα0, α1u. We denote the corresponding second regime mean
function as
g˜py1, . . . , yt´1;µ, d, α0, α1q “ µ´
t´1ÿ
i“1
ˆ
d
i
˙
p´1qipyt´i ´ µqp1` expt´α0 ´ α1pt ´ iquq
´1
.
The parameters α0 and α1 determine the timing of the transition from growth to equilibrium,
which corresponds to the inflection point of the transition function p1` expt´α0 ´ α1tuq
´1.
The change point as estimated as when the transition function is at 0.5, that is, τˆ “ ´ αˆ0
αˆ1
.
The timing of the transition can be constrained to the interval rτa, τbs by adding a penalty
Cpwpτb;α0, α1q´wpτa;α0, α1qq with fixed penalty parameter C ą 0 to the objective function.
Using a smooth transition function can offer computational speed-ups because the log-
likelihood can be differentiated with respect to the parameters that determine the timing
of the transition, α0 and α1, and accordingly does not require an exhaustive search over all
candidate change points.
The approximate penalized log-likelihood used for G2CD-fast is
´
Tÿ
t“1
p1` expt´α0 ´ α1tuq
´1
˜
v1tθ
2
`
pyt ´ x
1
tβq
2
2exp tv1tθu
¸
` (8)
´
1
2
Tÿ
t“1
p1` expt´α0 ´ α1tuq
´1 log
`
ν2
˘
`
´
1
2
λfβ
1M fβ ´
1
2
λhθ
1Mhθ`
´
1
2ν2
Tÿ
t“1
p1` expt´α0 ´ α1tuq
´1 pyt ´ g˜ py1, . . . , yt´1;µ, d, α0, α1qq
2`
Cpwpτb;α0, α1q ´ wpτa;α0, α1qq ` constant
where C ą 0 is a constant that can be set to ensure that the inflection point of the smooth
transition function occurs between τa and τb.
The approximate penalized log-likelihood used by G2CD-fast cannot be decomposed into
two components, one of which involves the values of the time series during the growth
period and corresponding parameters and another component that involves the values of the
time series during the equilibrium period and the corresponding parameters. Fortunately,
B-spline bases are flexible enough to fit local trends. Accordingly, the first step of G2CD-fast
is to estimate the growth regime parameters from the entire time series by maximizing the
penalized log likelihood
´
Tÿ
t“1
˜
v1tθ
2
`
pyt ´ x
1
tβq
2
2exp tv1tθu
¸
´
1
2
λfβ
1M fβ ´
1
2
λhθ
1Mhθ. (9)
Again, we use an iterative Feasible Generalized Least Squares (FGLS) procedure (Kuan,
2004) to estimate the spline coefficients β and θ, with λf and λh chosen according to leave-
one-out cross validation as implemented in smooth.spline in R (R, 2018). Via simulations
provided in Appendix A, we show that estimates of the growth regime parameters obtained
from this procedure are comparable to estimates of the growth regime parameters obtained
by estimating the growth regime parameters from the true growth regime data alone.
Having obtained estimates of β and θ, we can set C to be on the order of the log-likelihood
component in Equation (8) at the estimated values of β and θ in order to place approximately
equal weight on model fitting and change point regularization. While alternative procedures
such as using cross-validation to choose C can be used, we find that this simpler strategy
performs well empirically by encouraging the inflection point of the transition function to
occur in the interval rτa, τbs. Having now also fixed C, we can maximize (8) with respect to
α, d, µ, and ν2. As in G2CD-exact, we maximize (8) twice, once for ´0.5 ď d ď 0.5, and a
second time for 0.5 ď d ď 1.5, and choose the maximizing set of values of α, d, µ, and ν2
that includes an estimate of d that is further from 0.5.
3.3 Exact and Approximate Estimation for Multivariate Time Series Data
When there are p replicates of the sequences, the penalized log-likelihood function is a sum of
the penalized log-likelihoods of the individual sequences. The only constraint is that the long-
memory parameter d is shared across dimensions as described in Section 2.4. Recall that the
change locations are allowed to differ across replicates, the number of possible combinations
for change locations is mp, where m is the number of time indices in rτa, τbs. An exhaustive
search for the best combination is often computationally prohibitive. For this reason, we use
the following two-step procedure. First, we run either G2CD-exact or G2CD-fast on each
univariate sequence to obtain estimates of βj , θj , dj, µj, ν
2
j , and τj for G2CD-exact or αj for
G2CD-fast. Fixing the estimates of βj , θj , and τj for G2CD-exact or αj for G2CD-fast, we
then optimize over d, µj, ν
2
j , initializing d at the mean univariate estimate across all of the
time series p´1
řp
j“1 dˆj and µj and ν
2
j at the univariate estimates.
4. Simulation Study
We evaluate the performance of G2CD-exact and G2CD-fast for estimating τ and d under
several different scenarios, using both univariate and multivariate time series data. We set
up the simulations to be similar to the ECIS data described in Section 1. First, we consider
one simple scenario and compare estimates of the change point τ obtained by G2CD-exact
and G2CD-fast, in order to examine how approximating the discrete transition using a
smooth transition function affects change point estimation. We then consider a broader set
of scenarios and compare G2CD-exact and G2CD-fast not only to each other but also to
several alternative methods.
We simulate univariate time series for comparing G2CD-exact and G2CD-fast as follows.
Given a fixed change point τ , we simulate growth curves f “ pf1, . . . , fτq from a mean zero
Gaussian process with squared exponential kernel Covrft, fss “ 10expp´0.5ps´ tq
2q. We
simulate growth regime measurements yt “ ft ` ηt, where ηt are mean zero heteroscedastic
measurement errors with standard deviation σt “
2´0.1
maxtfsu
τ
s“1´mintfsu
τ
s“1
rft ´min tfsu
τ
s“1s`0.1.
We simulate equilibrium measurements yτ`1, . . . , yT according to a mean-zero FI model with
noise variance ν “ 0.5 and long memory parameter d: p1´Bqdyt “ ǫt, where ǫt „ Np0, 0.25q.
For comparison with the observed ECIS data, we simulate univariate time series of length
T “ 400, which we can think of as 70 hours of data. For each combination of true change
points τ set to values in the interval r85, 258s chosen to correspond to change points at
t15, 20, . . . , 45u hours and long memory parameter d P t´0.25,´0.05, . . . , 1.45u, we simulate
100 univariate time series. When applying G2CD-exact and G2CD-fast to each simulated
univariate time series, we set the candidate range of τ to rτa “ 10, τb “ 50s, use spline basis
of degree 3 with knots at every integer value of t when fitting β, and knots at every integer
multiple of 5 when fitting θ. For G2CD-fast, we fix C “ 1000 throughout.
[Figure 2 about here.]
The performance of estimates of τ are shown in Figure 2. Estimated change points for
G2CD-fast are set to the time index when the smooth transition function is equal to 0.5.
Both G2CD-exact and G2CD-fast estimate the change point τ well when d is much smaller
than 0.5. We hypothesize that when d is close to or larger than 0.5, the change point
is more difficult to recover because the long-range autocorrelations between equilibrium
measurements can yield smoothly varying time trends during the equilibrium period, which
can be mistaken for a continuation of the growth period. Surprisingly, when d is closer to or
greater than 0.5 G2CD-exact tends to overestimate τ while G2CD-fast continues to estimate
τ well on average.
[Figure 3 about here.]
In order to understand why G2CD-fast provides better change point estimates than G2CD-
exact when d is close to or greater than 0.5, we zoom in on a pair of estimated smooth
transition functions from simulations with d “ ´0.45 and d “ 1.35 in Figure 3. We
observe that the estimated transition function is much steeper and more similar to the
discrete transition function assumed by G2CD-exact when d “ ´0.45. By allowing a smooth
transition function, G2CD-fast can accommodate greater uncertainty about the change point
when d is close to or greater than 0.5.
Having shown that using G2CD-fast and approximating the discrete transition function
assumed in G2CD-exact with a smooth transition function can actually result in improved
estimation of the true change point, we compare the performance of G2CD-exact and
G2CD-fast for estimating the change point τ and long memory parameter d with several
alternative methods. The comparison methods we implement include two procedures that
use the popular E-Divisive algorithm introduced in Matteson and James (2014) to estimate
the change point (ECP and ECP.diff), a procedure that fixes the change point τ “ 50
(FixedTau), and a procedure that fixes the change point τ at its true value (TrueTau).
FixedTau sets the bar for estimating d with conservative data usage, whereas TrueTau gives
the best d estimate that can be attained if the true change point were known.
The popular E-Divisive algorithm is a nonparametric procedure which uses the energy
statistics as a distance metric for binary segmentation (Matteson and James, 2014). E-
Divisive can be used to find multiple change points. In our comparison, we use E-Divisive
to find a maximum of 3 change points and use the most significant change point within
the candidate range rτa, τbs. We consider two different procedures based on E-Divisive: ECP
applies the E-Divisive algorithm to the observed time series y, whereas ECP.diff applies
the E-Divisive algorithm to the first difference of the observed time series data. Once an
estimated change point τ has been obtained, both ECP and ECP.diff procedures estimate the
parameters of the FI model for the equlibrium period using maximum likelihood. Estimates
of τ and d obtained using G2CD-exact, G2CD-fast, ECP, ECP.diff, FixedTau, and TrueTau
are shown in Figure 4.
[Figure 4 about here.]
Unsurprisingly, we observe that G2CD-exact and G2CD-fast estimate the change point τ
comparably when the equilibrium process is stationary and d ă 0.5. As expected, G2CD-
fast provides better estimates of the change point τ when the equilibrium process is non-
stationary with d ě 0.5. When compared to alternative methods ECP and ECP.diff, both
G2CD-exact and G2CD-fast estimate the change point τ better for all true change points
when the equilibrium process is stationary with d ă 0.5, and for late true change points
τ ą 35 when the equilibrium process is non-stationary with d ě 0.5. Careful examination
of the change point estimates indicates that ECP and ECP.diff tend to underestimate the
change point, which is likely due to the fact that both assume that observations between
change points are independently and identically distributed. This does not hold for data that
we simulated, nor do we expect it to hold for the ECIS data described in Section 1. As we
would expect, G2CD-exact and G2CD-fast almost always provide better estimates of the
change point τ than FixedTau, which assumes a change point of τ “ 50. Also as we would
expect, G2CD-exact and G2CD-fast almost always provide poorer estimates of the change
point τ than the oracle TrueTau, which sets the change point τ to the truth.
Relative performance of the long memory parameter d mirrors the relative performance
of the change point τ , because better estimates of the change point τ tend to yield better
estimates of the long memory parameter d. G2CD-exact and G2CD-fast tend to perform
comparably, with slightly better estimates of the long memory parameter d from G2CD-
exact when the equilibrium process is stationary with d ă 0.5 and slightly better estimates
of the long memory parameter d from G2CD-fast when the equilibrium process is non-
stationary with d ě 0.5. ECP and ECP.diff produce much poorer estimates of the long
memory parameter d than both G2CD-exact and G2CD-fast for all true change point and
long memory parameter values, which is unsurprising given we observed poorer estimates
of the change point τ from ECP and ECP.diff. G2CD-exact and G2CD-fast estimates of d
outperform FixedTau estimates of d when the true change point occurs before τ “ 40. The
performance improvements from G2CD-exact and G2CD-fast relative to FixedTau increase
as the true change point occurs earlier. This demonstrates that estimating the change point
instead of using a conservative late cutoff does not compromise estimation of the long
memory parameter d. Lastly, G2CD-exact and G2CD-fast perform reasonably well compared
to TrueTau; both produce estimates of the long memory parameter d that are competitive
with the estimates that could be obtained if the true change point were known.
However, the performance advantages of G2CD-exact and G2CD-fast do come at a com-
putational price. For the first univariate experiment where the growth regime is generated
via Gaussian processes, on average on a 2.7 GHz CPU, ECP and ECP.diff both take 1.20
seconds, G2CD-exact takes 196 seconds and G2CD-fast takes 19.2 seconds. While both of the
G2CD methods are slower than the alternatives, G2CD-fast is roughly 10 times faster than
G2CD-exact on average. This makes G2CD-fast a competitive option in providing balance
between the quality of estimation and computational speed.
To assess robustness of change point estimation to deviations from the assumed FI model
in the equilibrium period, we conduct a second simulation study in which we simulate
equilibrium measurements from an autoregressive moving average fractionally differenced
(ARFIMA) model which generalizes the FI model (Baillie, 1996). We simulate equilibrium
regime measurements according to p1´ φBqp1´Bqdyt “ p1` θBqǫt, where φ, θ „ Unifp0, 1q
and ǫt „ Np0, 0.25q. Figure 5 shows the corresponding estimates of τ and d obtained using
G2CD-exact, G2CD-fast, ECP, ECP.diff, FixedTau, and TrueTau.
[Figure 5 about here.]
The relative performance of different estimators when the second regime is generated via
ARFIMA(1,d,1) is similar to the relative performance of different estimators when the second
regime is generated via FI(d). This suggests that misspecification of the second regime model
does not negate the benefits of using G2CD-exact or G2CD-fast. We continue to observe
better estimates of both the change point τ and the long-memory parameter d from G2CD-
fast when the equilibrium process is non-stationary with d ě 0.5. We also continue to observe
better estimates of both the change point τ and the long-memory parameter d from G2CD-
exact and G2CD-fast compared to ECP and ECP.diff, with one exception. ECP and ECP.diff
sometimes provide better estimates of the change point and long memory parameters τ and
d than G2CD-exact and G2CD-fast when d is close to 1. Lastly, we continue to observe that
G2CD-exact and G2CD-fast provided better estimates of the change point τ than FixedTau,
worse estimates of the change point τ than TrueTau, and comparable estimates of the long
memory parameter d relative to FixedTau and TrueTau.
In the third and last scenario we consider multivariate time series data, which is made up
of p individual time series with unique change points τ1, . . . , τp and common long memory
parameter d. We simulate 100 multivariate time series of length T “ 400 with p “ 3 for
each value of the long memory parameter d P t´0.25,´0.05, . . . , 1.45u. For each value of d,
a single simulated multivariate time series is comprised of three individual time series with
different change points τ1 “ 15, τ2 “ 25, and τ3 “ 45. As in the univariate simulations,
growth curves f j “ pfj1, . . . , fjτjq are simulated from a mean zero Gaussian process with
squared exponential kernel Covrft, fss “ 10expp´0.5ps´ tq
2q. We simulate growth regime
measurements yjt “ fjt ` ηjt, where ηjt are mean zero heteroscedastic measurement errors
with standard deviation σjt “
2´0.1
maxtfjsu
τj
s“1´mintfjsu
τj
s“1
“
fjt ´min tfjsu
τj
s“1
‰
` 0.1. We simulate
equilibrium measurements yτj`1, . . . , yT according to a mean-zero FI model with noise vari-
ance ν “ 0.5 and long memory parameter d: p1´Bqdyjt “ ǫjt, where ǫjt „ Np0, 0.25q. Again,
we set the candidate range of τ to rτa “ 10, τb “ 50s, use spline basis of degree 3 with knots
at every integer value of t when fitting β, and knots at every integer multiple of 5 when
fitting θ. For G2CD-fast, we fix C “ 1000 throughout. Estimates of the change point τ and
long-memory parameter d are summarized in Figure 6.
[Figure 6 about here.]
The multivariate results shown in Figure 6 mirror the univariate results shown in Figure 4.
Once more, we observe better estimation of the change points τ1, τ2, and τ3 from G2CD-
fast compared to G2CD-exact when the equilibrium process is non-stationary with d ě
0.5. We also observe better performance of G2CD-exact and G2CD-fast estimates of the
change points τ1, τ2, and τ3 compared to ECP and ECP.diff, as long as the equilibrium
process is stationary or the change point occurs late. Unsurprisingly, G2CD-exact and G2CD-
fast continue to provide better estimates of the change points than FixedTau, and worse
estimates than TrueTau. Regarding estimation of the long-memory parameter d, we observe
consistently better performance of G2CD-exact and G2CD-fast estimates relative to ECP
and ECP.diff estimates. Lastly, G2CD-exact and G2CD-fast provide better estimates of the
long-memory parameter d than FixedTau as long as the true long-memory parameter is not
close to d “ 0.5, and only slightly worse estimates of the long-memory parameter d than
TrueTau.
5. Application to ECIS Data
Now we apply the G2CD-exact and G2CD-fast to the MDCK and BSC cell data described
in Section 1. ECIS resistance measurements were obtained at several frequencies, however
we focus on resistance measured at the frequency of 500 hertz. We also exclude wells that
are mechanically disrupted to create a “wound-healing” assay and a single well containing
MDCK cells that displayed evidence of instrument failure. In order to assess whether or not
cell culture preparation affects our ability to identify cells contaminated with mycoplasma,
we analyze data from BSA and gel wells separately.
For model fitting, we use spline basis of degree 3 with knots at every integer value of t
when fitting β, and knots at every integer multiple of 5 when fitting θ. As in Section 4, we
set C “ 1000 when implementing G2CD-fast. Based on visual inspection of the MDCK and
BSC data, we set the candidate range of τ is set to rτa “ 10, τb “ 50s for MDCK cells and
rτa “ 5, τb “ 45s for BSC cells.
5.1 MDCK cell line
From Figure 1, we see that the resistance measurements for MDCK cells tend to peak before
slightly decreasing and stablizing. The start of confluence or equilibrium is hypothesized to
be at or slightly after the peak, and as a result is visually distinct.
Figure 7a plots estimates of the change points τ and long memory parameters d estimated
by applying G2CD-exact to each well as a univariate time series, and by applying G2CD-
exact to all replicate wells within the same experiment as a multivariate time series. The
estimated change points are scattered within the candidate range of r10, 50s, signifying varied
initial conditions even in the same batch. We observe clear evidence of long-range dependence
at confluence, with all estimates of the long memory parameter above 0.5. Experiments 1, 3,
and 4 suggest that MDCK cells that are contaminated by mycoplasma tend to show longer
memory than MDCK cells that are uncontaminated. Experiment 2 suggests the opposite, but
this may be a consequence of batch effects. Appendix C contains more a detailed review of
estimates of the change point τ and the long memory parameter d estimated by G2CD-exact
and G2CD-fast across experiments, serum types and infection status.
[Figure 7 about here.]
5.2 BSC Cells
From Figure 1, we see that the resistance measurements for the BSC cell line tend to increase
sharply before plateauing. As compared to the MDCK cell line, the end of the BSC growth
phase is less visually distinct. This makes change point detection and subsequent estimation
of the long-memory parameter more difficult.
Figure 7b plots estimates of the change points τ and long memory parameters d estimated
by applying G2CD-exact to each well as a univariate time series, and by applying G2CD-
exact to all replicate wells within the same experiment as a multivariate time series. We
observe evidence of long memory regardless of contamination status, with most univariate
and multivariate estimates of the long memory parameter d exceeding one. We do not
observe distinct separation between the contaminated and uncontaminated cells. However,
we do observe some evidence that contaminated BSC cells tend to have shorter memory,
corresponding to lower estimates of d, than uncontaminated cells in Experiments 1 and 2.
See Appendix C for a more detailed review of estimates of the change point τ and the long
memory parameter d estimated by G2CD-exact and G2CD-fast across experiments, serum
types and infection status.
5.3 Mycoplasma Contamination Classification
To demonstrate the quality and utility of our change point τ and long memory parameter d
estimates, we incorporate the estimates as features in a downstream task of classifying cells
by their mycoplasma contamination status. We build on the linear discriminant analysis
(LDA) and quadratic discriminant analysis (QDA) classifiers built to to classify cell lines
using ECIS measurements in Gelsinger et al. (2017).
Let c indicate the possible classes of observations, which in this application corresponds
to whether or not a well contains cells contaminated by mycoplasma. z a vector of features
and z¯c be the average feature vector across all observations in class c, LDA and QDA class
discriminant scores can both be written as special cases of
δcpzq “pz ´ szcqT pΣ´1c pρqpz ´ szcq ` log |pΣcpρq| (10)
where
pΣcpρq “ p1´ ρqpΣc ` ρpΣ
LDA is obtained by setting ρ “ 1 and QDA is obtained by setting ρ “ 0.
For each cell line we train four LDA and QDA classifiers, training each classifier on data
from three experiments and computing classification accuracy on data from the remaining
experiment. The average classification accuracy across all four classifiers is provided in Table
1, along with the correspond standard deviations. We compare classifiers trained using the
original features described in Gelsinger et al. (2017) to classifiers trained using the best
feature from among the original features described in Gelsinger et al. (2017) as well as
estimates of the change point τ and long memory parameter d, obtained by applying either
G2CD-exact or G2CD-fast to data from each well as a univariate time series. A more detailed
description of how we constructed the original features described in Gelsinger et al. (2017)
for our ECIS measurements is given in the Appendix D.
[Table 1 about here.]
From Table 1, it is evident that the τ and d estimates from G2CD-exact and G2CD-
fast are useful features that increase classification accuracy for both cell lines. For MDCK
cells, LDA using the original features has a mean classification accuracy of 0.743. Including
G2CD-exact or G2CD-fast features improved the mean classification accuracy by 18.4% and
29.4%, respectively. For BSC cells, QDA using the original features has a mean classification
accuracy of 0.588. Including G2CD-exact and G2CD-fast features improved the mean classi-
fication accuracy by 7.1% and 9.5%, respectively. The smaller improvements in classification
accuracy for BSC cells are likely a consequence of less visually obvious change points in the
ECIS measurements for BSC cells, as noted in Section 5.2.
6. Conclusion
In this paper, we propose a model called G2CD for estimating a change point between a
smooth, nonlinear growth period and a long-memory equilibrium period and for quanti-
fying features of the growth and equilibrium periods. We provide exact and approximate
estimation strategies, G2CD-exact and G2CD-fast. Via simulations, we show that G2CD-
exact outperforms a two step comparison method based on the popular E-Divisive algorithm
for change point detection when the equilibrium period can be characterized by a long
memory time series model. Compared to E-Divisive, G2CD-exact tends to produce better
estimates of the change points and long memory parameters. We also show that G2CD-fast
offers computational efficiency gains over G2CD-exact with minimal reductions and even
occasional improvements in performance.
Practical usage on the MDCK and BSC cell lines shows that G2CD recovers meaningful
estimates of change points and long-memory parameters during confluence confluence phase.
Importantly, using G2CD reduces the amount of human supervision needed to manually
identify change points, ensures that the change points are identified using the same logic,
and makes full use of the available data. Furthermore, we show that estimates of the change
points and long memory parameters improve classification performance downstream.
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Appendix A: G2CD
A.1 Feasible Generalized Least Squares
Heteroscedasticity is addressed through Feasible Generalized Least Squares (FGLS). We
adopt the following iterative procedure to fit the trend and noise components:
(1) Estimate the parameters β in fpt; βq assuming homogeneous noise by penalized least
squares;
(2) Estimate the noise standard deviation tσtu
T
t“1 given βˆLS from step 1;
(3) Re-estimate β given tσˆtu
n
t“1 from step 2 through FGLS.
Let M denote the penalty on β. Then an application of FGLS (Yamano, 2009) to the
penalized least squares problem is
βˆFGLS “
´
X 1xW´1X ` λM¯´1X 1xW´1y
where xW is an estimate of W . For the initial estimate of β, we set W “ I under the
assumption of homogeneous noise to obtain βˆLS. We then fit another spline to the log squared
residuals log
´
yt ´Xt¨βˆLS
¯2
, and finally taking the exponential of the spline fit to obtain σˆ2t .
For the re-estimate of β, we set xWt,t “ σˆ2t . Step 2 and 3 can be iterated till convergence.
A.2 Regime 1 parameter estimation for G2CD-fast
First regime parameters are estimated with the same penalized B-splines procedures as in
G2CD-exact applied on the entire time series. The spline bases are flexible to fit local trends
and we show through simulations that fitting on the entire series is almost as good as fitting
on the true first regime in Figure 8.
[Figure 8 about here.]
Appendix B: Simulation Study
B.1 Multivariate scenario
We compare the absolute errors in the estimates of d by the univariate and multivariate
implementations of G2CD-exact in Figure 9, which demonstrates the benefit of the pooled
estimates in reducing errors across all values of d tested.
[Figure 9 about here.]
B.2 Discussion
We compare the estimates of d by G2CD and the FixedTau method to explore benefits
of segmenting the sequence on long-memory parameter estimation. FixedTau segments all
sequences at 50. Figure 10 plots the absolute errors in the d estimates. Compared to Fixed-
Tau, the G2CD methods have lower errors when the ground truth τ is small. In particular,
the upper quartile of G2CD-exact error becomes higher than that of FixedTau error only
at τ “ 45, which is near the upper end of the candidate change point range τb. At high
values of τ , the G2CD methods may start to segment earlier than the ground truth, causing
the observations used for long-memory parameter estimation to be contaminated with first
regime observations. Between the two G2CD methods, G2CD-fast show this effect earlier
since phase transition is modeled with a smooth curve.
[Figure 10 about here.]
Appendix C: Application to ECIS Data
C.1 MDCK cell line
Table 2 summarizes the average d estimated by G2CD-exact and G2CD-fast across experi-
ments, serum types and infection status. Except for Experiment 2, the average d for infected
samples is always higher than that of normal samples.
[Table 2 about here.]
C.2 BSC cell line
Table 3 summarizes the average d estimated by G2CD-exact and G2CD-fast across experi-
ments, serum types and infection status. Contrary to the MDCK cell line, the average d for
the infected samples in the BSC cell line is lower than that of normal samples in most cases.
[Table 3 about here.]
Appendix D: Construction of Original Features
The features described in (Gelsinger et al., 2017) are
‚ Average resistance at a time fixed time-mark where the measurement tends to peak;
‚ Maximum average resistance;
‚ Average resistance at the end of the sequence;
A simple moving average with window length 5 is taken to smoothen the sequence to obtain
more stable estimates of the features of interest. The time-mark used for the first feature is
17-hour for MDCK and 2-hour for BSC, selected by visual inspection of the data.
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Figure 1: Example of resistance measurements at 500 hertz for cell samples cultivated in gel; each shade correspond to one of
four experiments. Growth patterns differ across experiments, while cell behaviors after confluence are more similar.
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(a) Estimates of τ by G2CD-exact.
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(b) Estimates of τ by G2CD-fast.
Figure 2: G2CD estimates of τ for simulation setup where the first regime is generated via Gaussian process with squared
exponential kernel and the second regime generated via FI(d). G2CD-exact tends to overestimate τ for larger values of d ą 0.5
due to non-stationarity of the second regime.
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(a) Estimates by G2CD-fast for simulation with d “ ´0.45.
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(b) Estimates by G2CD-fast for simulation with d “ 1.35.
Figure 3: G2CD-fast estimates for simulation setup where the first regime is generated via Gaussian process with squared
exponential kernel and the second regime generated via FI(d). The blue and green overlaid lines are the fit by G2CD-fast for
the growth and confluence phase, respectively. The vertical red dashed line marks the time index when the regime transition
function is estimated to cross 0.5. The estimated transition is less abrupt for large d.
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Figure 4: Performance of estimates for change location τ and long-memory parameter d across 100 simulated series per
each combination of τ and d for each simulation configuration. The first regime generated via Gaussian process with squared
exponential kernel; the second regime generated via FI(d).
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Figure 5: Performance of estimates for change location τ and long-memory parameter d across 100 simulated series per each
combination of τ and d. The first regime generated via Gaussian process with squared exponential kernel; the second regime
generated via ARFIMA(1,d,1).
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Figure 6: Performance of estimates for change location τ and long-memory parameter d across 100 simulated series per each
combination of τ and d. Multivariate simulations with p “ 3, with change points at 15, 25, and 45. For each series, the first
regime is generated via Gaussian process with squared exponential kernel, and the second regime is generated via FI(d).
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lines mark estimates from the multivariate version.
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(a) The first regime generated via degree-5 polynomials.
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(b) The first regime generated via Gaussian process with squared exponential kernel.
Figure 8: RMSE on trend estimation by fitting the first regime with the entire series versus the true first regime across 2000
simulated series (100 simulated series for each of 20 d’s) per τ . Medians are plotted and error bars indicate the upper and lower
quartiles.
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Figure 9: Absolute errors in estimates of d by univariate and multivariate implementations of G2CD-exact. The pooled
estimates reduced errors.
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Figure 10: Absolute errors in estimates of d for simulation setup where the first regime is generated via Gaussian process with
squared exponential kernel and the second regime generated via FI(d). Medians are plotted and error bars indicate the upper
and lower quartiles. G2CD reduced errors when the ground truth τ is small. For larger τ , G2CD may underestimate τ , which
increases errors in estimating d.
Cell line Features
LDA QDA
Mean SD Mean SD
MDCK
Original 0.743 0.272 0.580 0.237
G2CD-exact 0.880 0.091 0.862 0.136
G2CD-fast 0.962 0.033 0.975 0.020
BSC
Original 0.563 0.060 0.588 0.072
G2CD-exact 0.650 0.098 0.630 0.113
G2CD-fast 0.675 0.108 0.644 0.085
Table 1: Classification accuracy for infection status. Average is taken by taking each of the 4 experiments as the test set, and
the other 3 as training set. Parameters τ and d estimated by G2CD increased classification accuracy for both MDCK and BSC
cell line.
Expt Serum Infection
G2CD-exact G2CD-fast
Mean SD Mean SD
1
BSA
No 0.730 0.063 0.728 0.073
Yes 0.998 0.091 1.019 0.092
Gel
No 0.781 0.056 0.766 0.070
Yes 0.873 0.157 0.943 0.101
2
BSA
No 0.686 0.122 0.673 0.114
Yes 0.656 0.109 0.824 0.099
Gel
No 0.821 0.051 0.830 0.029
Yes 0.709 0.127 0.789 0.127
3
BSA
No 0.676 0.125 0.694 0.112
Yes 0.915 0.097 0.988 0.099
Gel
No 0.757 0.118 0.782 0.097
Yes 0.915 0.126 1.040 0.038
4
BSA
No 0.676 0.110 0.702 0.072
Yes 0.827 0.112 0.886 0.158
Gel
No 0.756 0.034 0.750 0.049
Yes 0.805 0.186 0.834 0.160
Table 2: MDCK: G2CD estimates of d. Average is taken for samples in the same experiment, serum type and infection status.
Expt Serum Infection
G2CD-exact G2CD-fast
Mean SD Mean SD
1
BSA
No 1.101 0.077 1.102 0.076
Yes 1.003 0.056 1.017 0.044
Gel
No 1.098 0.050 1.106 0.054
Yes 1.036 0.101 1.015 0.077
2
BSA
No 1.057 0.092 1.057 0.083
Yes 1.018 0.085 1.041 0.079
Gel
No 1.089 0.063 1.079 0.066
Yes 1.021 0.069 1.012 0.047
3
BSA
No 1.056 0.051 1.085 0.080
Yes 1.079 0.063 1.072 0.053
Gel
No 1.057 0.092 1.064 0.095
Yes 1.042 0.050 1.043 0.043
4
BSA
No 1.101 0.051 1.106 0.065
Yes 1.130 0.063 1.131 0.055
Gel
No 1.114 0.060 1.119 0.045
Yes 1.089 0.073 1.086 0.055
Table 3: BSC: G2CD estimates of d. Average is taken for samples in the same experiment, serum type and infection status.
